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Abstract: Supernova remnants (SNRs) and pulsar wind nebulae (PWNs) are among the most
significant sources of non-thermal X-rays in the sky, and the best means by which relativistic plasma
dynamics and particle acceleration can be investigated. Being strong synchrotron emitters, they are
ideal candidates for X-ray polarimetry, and indeed the Crab nebula is up to present the only object
where X-ray polarization has been detected with a high level of significance. Future polarimetric
measures will likely provide us with crucial information on the level of turbulence that is expected
at particle acceleration sites, together with the spatial and temporal coherence of magnetic field
geometry, enabling us to set stronger constraints on our acceleration models. PWNs will also allow
us to estimate the level of internal dissipation. I will briefly review the current knowledge on the
polarization signatures in SNRs and PWNs, and I will illustrate what we can hope to achieve with
future missions such as IXPE/XIPE.
Keywords: MHD; radiation mechanisms: non-thermal; polarization; relativistic processes;
ISM: supernova remnants; ISM: individual objects: Crab nebula

1. Introduction
Pulsar wind nebulae (PWNs) are bubbles of relativistic particles (mostly pairs) and magnetic fields
that form when the relativistic pulsar wind interacts with the ambient medium (interstellar medium
(ISM) or supernova remnant (SNR)). They shine in non-thermal (synchrotron and inverse Compton)
radiation in a broad range of frequencies from radio wavelengths to γ-rays (see [1] for a review).
PWNs are at present one of the more promising astrophysical environments where relativistic outflows
and relativistic shock acceleration can be investigated. They are, above all, one of the most efficient
antimatter factories present in the galaxy and have been advocated as a possible source of the so-called
“positron excess” [2,3].
At X-rays, many PWNs exhibit an axisymmetric feature known as a jet-torus structure. This feature
has been observed by now in a number of PWNs, among which are the Crab nebula [4], Vela [5],
and MSH 15-52 [6], to name just a few. It is now commonly accepted that this structure arises due to
the interplay between the anisotropic energy flux in the wind and the compressed toroidal magnetic
field in the nebula, as confirmed by a long series of numerical simulations [7–9], and that its shape
and properties can be used to probe the structure of the otherwise unobservable pulsar wind, and the
acceleration properties of the wind termination shock [10].
Shell SNRs trace the ejected layers of the parent star, launched during the supernova explosion,
as they propagate into the ISM, driving a high Mach number forward shock where the ambient matter
is heated and compressed, and particles are accelerated [11,12]. While the stellar ejecta are mostly
revealed as thermal line emission, the forward shock is seen as a bright non-thermal limb, shining in
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synchrotron from radio waves to X-rays. SNRs are commonly thought to be at the origin of the bulk
of the galactic cosmic rays (CRs): diffusive shock acceleration, consisting of repeated crossings of the
surface of the shock, is capable of rising the particle energy up to ~0.1–1 PeV [13].
In the last decade, it has become clear that the acceleration process can strongly modify the
dynamics of the shock, and in particular can substantially amplify the magnetic field upstream of the
shock itself, driving the development of magnetic turbulence [14–17]. This has crucial implications
for the particle spectra and the maximum energy that can be achieved. The synchrotron X-rays seen
in young SNRs are due to accelerated electrons with typical energies of 1–10 TeV in a magnetic field
of a few hundred µG [15]. Such high values of the magnetic field strength cannot be explained by
shock compression alone, but can be produced by instabilities in the upstream due to the accelerated
particles themselves [14].
2. Radio & Optical Polarization
Radio polarimetry of PWNs and SNRs has a long history. In PWNs, as radio emission is dominated
by the outer regions of the nebula, where the effects of the interaction with the SNR are stronger,
and where Rayleight–Taylor instability operates, radio polarimetry provides at best an estimate of
the degree of ordered versus disordered magnetic field. This means that it cannot be used to probe
the conditions in the region close to the termination shock, where most of the variability and the
acceleration processes take place. In the Crab nebula, which constitutes a case study for the entire
class, the radio polarized fraction is ~16% on average [18–21] with peaks up to 30%, which is lower
than the average optical polarized fraction, which is ~25% [20]. Interestingly, the polarized flux in
radio anti-correlates with the position of the bright X-ray torus.
In other systems, the interpretation of the radio polarized morphology can be quite challenging.
Vela shows a clear toroidal pattern, consistent with the orientation of the double ring that is observed
in X-rays [22]. a similar highly ordered toroidal pattern is seen also in G106.6-29 [23]. This is consistent
with the general expectation of a synchrotron bubble where a highly wound-up magnetic field is
inflated by the wind coming from a rapid rotator. Other systems clearly show a far more complex
morphology, ranging from a highly turbulent structure [24], typical in old systems that have gone
through a strong interaction phase with the SNR known as the reverberation phase [25,26], to one
that is mostly radial (or dipole-like) [27]. There is at the moment no framework to interpret these
differences or to relate them consistently to the dynamics of the PWNs.
For the Crab nebula, high resolution HST observations in polarized light for the inner region,
in particular the brightest optical features, namely the knot and the wisps, show typical polarized
fractions of about 60% and 40%, respectively [28]. The results in the Crab nebula are consistent
with the general idea of a mostly toroidal magnetic field just downstream of the termination shock,
with a possible hint of developing turbulence: the polarized fraction of the wisps is lower than the one
in the knot, and at present, emission maps based on numerical simulations suggest that the former
is slightly more downstream than the latter. It is interesting to notice that, while it is the brightest
feature in total light, the torus has a lower surface brightness than the wisp in polarized light [29].
There is no optical counterpart to Vela, neither in total nor in polarized light [30,31]. As of today,
optical polarization is limited to the brightest features of the brightest nebula. Moreover, the optical
light usually suffers from large foreground contamination and is often polarized, and the jet-torus
structure, which is substantially prominent in X-rays, is much fainter.
The radio polarization of shell SNRs shows an interesting dichotomy between young systems,
where the magnetic field appears to be predominantly radial, and old systems, where it looks
tangential to the shock front [32]. This is commonly interpreted as an evidence for a stronger
level of instability in young and more energetic systems, more likely related to the formation
of Rayleigh–Taylor fingers [33,34] at the contact discontinuity between the shocked ISM and the
shocked SN ejecta, which will act to preferentially stretch the field in the radial direction. Alternative
models invoking other kinds of instabilities, such as Richtmyer–Meshkov, have also been presented
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[35], as well as models with magnetic dependent acceleration [36]. In older systems, where these
instabilities are supposed to be less effective, the field has the naive geometry that one would expect
from shock compression (note that shock compression will amplify the tangential component of
the field, producing a strong polarization pattern even if the upstream field is strongly turbulent).
This dichotomy appears independently of the progenitor type of the SNR.
On the other hand, there are lines of evidence suggesting that some signatures of the upstream
mean field are preserved. In particular, there appears to be a correlation between the orientation of
bipolar SNRs and the galactic plane [37,38], and there is further evidence in SNRs from Type II SN
of an expansion into a magnetized wind bubble [39]. It was found in SN 1006 that the polarized
fraction anti-correlates with radio emissions, suggesting that those sites along the shock front that are
more likely to accelerate particles have a more turbulent field [38]. It is well known that the level of
turbulence and the orientation of the field are pivotal for particle acceleration models: perpendicular
shocks are thought to be more efficient accelerators, while parallel shocks tend to be more efficient
injectors. Moreover, turbulence is likely required to explain the high magnetic field strength required in
SED fitting of shell SNRs [12]. As for PWNs, radio polarization in SNRs traces particles with lifetimes
that are longer than the age of the nebulae that are filling the shell volume. In Cas A, for example, high
resolution radio observations show evidence of a polarization angle swing at the location of the X-ray
rim, which is where particles are accelerated [40].
3. Polarization Models
In the last decade, several multidimensional models have been put forward to investigate the
magnetic field structure and the geometry of the flow in PWNs. Much of the work has focused on
trying to reproduce the jet-torus structure and to use it as a probe for the properties of the otherwise
unobservable pulsar wind [7–9]. These works have shown the importance of Doppler boosting effects
and have enabled us to locate the possible origin on many of the primary axisymmetric features
observed in PWNs, including the knot and wisps of the Crab nebula. On the other hand, in present
day numerical models, the torus tends to be under-luminous with respect to the wisps, and despite
being a strong dynamical feature, the jet is hard to reproduce. What is missing in current day models
is the possible presence of magnetic turbulence, at scales that are too small to be resolved by our
numerical tools but are sufficiently large to affect emission. Several theoretical arguments suggesting
that a non-negligible amount of magnetic turbulence should be present in PWNs have been put
forward in recent years. For example, the presence of diffuse X-ray halos has been stated to be larger
than what is expected for synchrotron cooling and advection [41–43], it has been suggested that
radio-emitting particles are accelerated in the bulk of the nebula [10,44], and the recurrent γ-ray flares
have been interpreted as dissipation in localized strong current sheets [45]. The possible origin of such
turbulence is unclear: it could simply be the magnetic cascade of the large-scale turbulence injected at
the termination shock [46]; it could be due to residual reconnection taking place downstream of the
shock in a striped wind [47]; it also could be related to current-driven instability of the compressed
toroidal field [48,49].
Based on the idea that small-scale turbulence can be present, we have developed a formalism
to include it, as a sub-grid effect [50–52], into large scale models for the global structure of the field,
either simplified toy models on the line of [53], which are easy and fast to compute and allow us
to deeply scan the possible parameter space in order to optimize the agreement with observations,
or more sophisticated time-dependent numerical models that can take into account the interplay
between the pulsar wind and the environment. These models have been recently applied to the
Crab and Vela nebulae [52]. It has been shown that, in order to recover the current-relative brightness
between the wisps and torus as well as the correct luminosity profile of the torus in Crab and of the
inner and outer ring in Vela, a substantial fraction of magnetic energy of ~50% must be in the form of
a turbulent small-scale field. This number represents a typical integrated polarized fraction for the
Crab nebula of ~17%, consistent with existing measures.
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SNRs have a long history of polarization models for the radio band, and such models have
attempted to constrain the origin of the observed polarization dichotomy, including recipes to relate it
to the physics of acceleration [15,36]. More recently, the same technique used to include the effects of
a turbulent component in the emission of PWNs have been applied to shell SNRs, trying to derive
possible observational constraints to locate the regions where the turbulence is higher, and to assess its
correlation with particle acceleration sites [51]. One of the most interesting aspects of X-ray emission
in SNRs is that it takes place close to the cut-off regime: this implies that emission tends to weigh
regions of higher magnetic fields to a greater extent, and this means that large differences in the
polarized emission pattern are expected for shallow vs. steep magnetic turbulent spectra. The authors
of [54] have used a simplified model that takes into account the typical emissivity expected in shell
SNRs, to evaluate the level and structure of polarized emission expected from different turbulent
spectra, and found that even the simple detection of a polarized signal is enough to rule out the
shallower cascades.
More interestingly, a polarized emission model has been recently presented to explain the striped
zone observed in X-rays in Tycho SNR [55]. It has been suggested that such stripes might trace
turbulent magnetic fields generated by accelerated particles streaming upstream of the the shock itself.
The orientation of the magnetic field with respect to the stripes might enable us to constrain the kind
of instability driving the amplification of the field, given that different mechanisms provide different
polarization patterns [14,56].
4. Prospects for Future Observations
Ideally one would like to probe these systems using X-ray polarimetry [57], and there is great
interest among the scientific community for such an objective [58,59]. Incidentally, the Crab nebula is
at the moment the only object with a polarization detected in X-rays [60]. The Crab nebula has been
more recently observed in X-ray polarized light by NuSTAR [61] and by PoGO+ [62,63]. High-energy
measures by INTEGRAL are also available [64], and there are suggestions of a possible time variation
in the polarization angle [65]. Recent polarized detection at high energies has also been reported
by AstroSat [66].
In recent years, a renewed interest in modeling space-resolved polarimetric measures has come as
a result of the great efforts made to develop the IXPE and XIPE missions [58,59]. Simulations using
the baseline combined telescope effective area and point spread function (PSF) were performed for
both instruments.
For Crab and Vela, IXPE will be able to measure the polarization in a number of different spatial
resolution elements, thus providing the first spatially resolved X-ray polarimetry of a PWN (Figure 1).
For Crab, it is estimated that a 7.3-day observation can detect a polarized fraction well below 2% at
99% confidence in each of five distinct spatial regions, including one centered on the jet. This takes
into account the fact that 50% of the flux might originate in neighboring zones and be unpolarized.
For Vela, a polarization of the entire nebula of 3% may be detected in a 4.6-day observation, allowing
also for some spatially resolved imaging with a higher threshold of ~5–10%. For other bright PWNs
powered by young pulsars such as PSR B1509-58 and J1833-1034, it will be easy with a few days of
observation to have enough statistics to obtain an integrated polarized fraction and, perhaps in the
case of B1509-58, to also obtain the polarization of the bright jet.
XIPE various simulations of different scenarios with magnetic field orientations based on
simplified toy models [52] (see Figure 2) were carried out both for Crab and MSH 15-52 [67] and,
with just a 0.2 ksec observation for Crab and a 2 Msec observation for MSH 15-52, showed that the
polarized patterns are reconstructed with errors of less than 0.1% and with more than 10σ within the
instrument PSF (see the contribution by J. Vink in these same proceedings for details on the modeling
of these observations, the instrumental response, and the robustness of the results).
The main targets for polarization measures among shell SNRs are the few that are young and
close-by, have enough surface brightness, and are large enough to be resolved. XIPE can detect
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polarized X-ray emission from Tycho’s SNR with enough resolution to allow us to set constraints on
models of diffusive shock acceleration with efficient magnetic field amplification in SNRs, with a typical
integration time of ~1 Msec. In Tycho, the emission in the 4–6 keV range is expected to be of synchrotron
origin. The current Monte Carlo method of constructing simulated observation are based on theoretical
models for polarized emission constructed by [67].
Another primary target among SNRs will be Cas A, where thermal line emission associated with
the interior filaments is present. a good energy resolution is pivotal to select those parts of the emitted
X-ray radiation that are of non-thermal origin (far from the lines). In Cas A, X-ray emission is detected
also from the putative reverse shock. Simulated observations suggest that, with XIPE, it is possible to
disentangle the polarization signature of the reverse shock from that of the forward shock, as long
as typical values are ~10% (see the contribution by J. Vink in these same proceedings). Among other
possible targets, there are SN 1006, RX J1713.7-394, Kepler’s SNR, and RCW 86.

Figure 1. Chandra images of the Vela (left) and Crab (right) PWNs. The IXPE 30” resolution (half power
diameter) is shown in the lower left corners of the images. From the IXPE Science-Investigation Document.

Figure 2. Left panel: Simulation of the Crab Nebula as seen by XIPE in 0.2 Msec. The toy model
mimics the Chandra image for a given polarization angle and fraction. Right panel: Simulations of the
PWN MSH 15-52 as seen by XIPE in 2 Msec. The images a, b, and c show the expected intensity map
when three different polarization models are applied to the Chandra intensity map: (a) a fully ordered
radial B-field, (b) a fully disordered B-field, and (c) a fully ordered perpendicular B-field. From the
XIPE Yellow Book, see also [67].
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